
 

 

 

A+E Networks is a global content company comprised of some of the most popular and culturally relevant brands in media 
including A&E®, Lifetime®, HISTORY®, Lifetime Movies, FYI™, VICE®, and more.  A+E Networks’ portfolio includes hit series 
like The First 48, Biography®, The Curse of Oak Island, Married at First Sight, Lifetime® Original Movies and more.   

www.aenetworksaffiliate.com is your resource for programming updates, spots and other assets 
 

 

A&E leads the cultural conversation through high-quality, thought provoking original 
programming with a unique point of view. Whether it’s the network’s distinctive brand of 
award-winning disruptive reality or groundbreaking documentary, A&E always makes 
entertainment an art.  

  

 

HISTORY is the premier destination for historical storytelling. From best-in-class 
documentary events, to a signature slate of industry leading nonfiction series and premium 
fact-based scripted programming, HISTORY serves as the most trustworthy source of 
informational entertainment in media.  

  

 

 

Celebrating 35 years of entertaining audiences, Lifetime is a premier entertainment 
destination for women dedicated to offering the highest quality original programming 
spanning award-winning movies, high-quality scripted series and breakout non-fiction 
series.  

  

 

For your inspiration, for your imagination or for your innovation, FYI™ takes a modern spin 
on traditional lifestyle genres by embracing enthusiast blocks built on passions and interests 
like Home.Made., DRIVE, and Outdoors.  

  

 

 

Lifetime Movies is a top entertainment destination for women, featuring a diverse mix of 
original movies and themed programming inspired by sister network Lifetime’s iconic movie 
heritage. Lifetime Movies’ unique brand of storytelling serves a passionate and loyal 
audience with a continuous slate of movie genres they’ve grown to love.  

  

 

 

 

VICE is a collection of personal points-of-view. Everything at VICE has a reason to exist and a 
strong perspective. Our mission is to examine the world we live in, and explore the things 
that confuse us, make us curious, make us laugh, or awaken our sense of wonder. 

  

 

LRW® (Lifetime Real Women) is a network on which every series is about what’s real to the 
contemporary woman and highlights true-to-life experiences. 

  

 

HISTORY en Español™ offers the most popular HISTORY® programs in Spanish plus local 
history programming produced in Latin America.  

  
 

 

Military HISTORY® takes a deeper dive into programs about the history of the military, battle 
strategy and tactics, and significant combat events. 

  
 

 

 

Crime + Investigation™ is the ultimate destination for crime, investigation and mystery 
programming--providing a unique look at criminal investigations at every level. 

 


